README: Sonemeprototype

This readme applies to the sonemeprot.io prototype.

- **Search screen**
  - Press the go button to enter the preset search.
  - Searching for custom terms is not enabled in the prototype, but will exist in the final product.

- **Grid screen**
  - Tap or swipe the slider in the bottom bar to open the queue. Tap or slide the bar in the other direction to go back to the now playing song.
  - Swipe down on a song icon to add it to the queue (or a representation of that song, not all artwork will match up).
    - NOTE: Only the following songs have this function implemented: “The Faker”, “I can see, Words, Josephine”
  - Swipe upon the center song to read about artist info. Swipe down to go back to the grid screen.
  - Swipe left on “The Faker” to bring it to the center and show a new set of similar songs.
  - When the song “Words” is in the queue, drag it to the center to bring up a new grid.
  - Tap the broadcast icon in the top right corner to start broadcasting. Tap it again to turn off broadcasting.

- **DJ screen**
  - Tap on DJ Away to start listening to his station
  - The queue bar is replaced by upcoming songs in the DJ station
  - Scroll through the other DJ options in the list

- **Side menu**
  - Tap on the side menu at the top left corner to see a list of screens that you can go to.